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Abstract
If there is a least positive integer m such that Am D I for an element A of GLn(F), then we
call A a fixed point free element of order m. In the present paper, we determine the formula of
the conjugacy classes of fixed point free elements in GLn(F) and SLn(F) completely. © 2000
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recently, Dye [3] described the conjugacy classes of fixed point free elements
of order 3 or 4 in GLn(F), SLn(F), PGLn(F) and PSLn(F). This encouraged us to
determine the conjugacy classes of fixed point free elements in GLn(F) and SLn(F)
completely.
The general linear group GLn(F) acts primitively on the one-dimensional sub-
spaces of an n-dimensional vector space V over a field F. These 1-subspaces are
the points of the projective space PG.n− 1; F / and we say that an element A of
GLn(F) is fixed point free if and only if it fixes none of these points. Algebraically
the requirement is, of course, that A has no eigenvalue in F. Moreover, if there is a
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least positive integer m such that Am D I , then we call A a fixed point free element
of orderm [3].
We note the paper of Dye [2,3], Astles [1] and Segre [6] on this subject.
Let F be a prime field and let n be a positive integer which is not congruent to
zero modulo the characteristic of F. By an nth root of unity we shall mean a root of
the polynomial f .x/ D xn − 1 in some extension of the field F. It is known that the
nth roots of unity form an Abelian group under multiplication and the order of an
element ! in the group consisting of the nth roots of unity is a divisor of n. If the
order of a root of unity is exactly n, it will be called a primitive root of unity. The
group of the nth roots of unity is generated by every primitive root of unity. If ! is
a primitive nth root of unity , !k is also a primitive nth root of unity if and only if
.k; n/ D 1. Therefore the number of primitive nth roots of unity is ’.n/, where ’
denotes the Euler function [4].
Let !1; !2; : : : ; !’.n/ be all the primitive nth roots of unity. Then the polynomial
gn.x/ D .x − !1/.x − !2/    .x − !’.n//
is known as cyclotomic polynomial of order n. We have xn − 1 DQd=n gd.x/, where
d runs over the positive divisors of n.
Suppose that f .x/ D xn C an−1xn−1 C    C a1x C a0 is a monic polynomial
with coefficients a0; a1; : : : ; an−1 in F. By its companion matrix is meant the n by n
F-matrix
C.f / D
0BBBBB@
0 0 0    0 −a0
1 0 0    0 −a1
0 1 0    0 −a2
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
:::
0 0 0    1 −an−1
1CCCCCA :
The characteristic polynomial of C.f / and its minimum polynomial are both f .x/.
A polynomial in F Tx1; x2; : : : ; xnU which is unchanged by any permutation of
the indeterminates x1; x2; : : : ; xn is called a symmetric function of the variables
x1; x2; : : : ; xn. Introducing a new indeterminate z, we put
f .z/ D .z− x1/.z− x2/    .z− xn/
D zn − f1zn−1 C f2zn−2 −    C .−1/nfn:
The coefficients of the powers of z in the above polynomial are
f1 D x1 C x2 C    C xn
f2 D x1x2 C x1x3 C    C x1xn C    C xn−1xn
f3 D x1x2x3 C x1x2x4 C    C x1xn−1xn C    C xn−2xn−1xn
:::
fn D x1x2    xn:
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Obviously, f1; f2; : : : ; fn are all symmetric functions and we call them the element-
ary symmetric functions of x1; x2; : : : ; xn. It is elementary that a symmetric function
of degree k in F Tx1; x2; : : : ; xnU may be written as a polynomial  .f1; f2; : : : ; fn/
of weight6 k [5].
Let f .x/ be an irreducible divisor of xn − 1 over a field F and its companion
matrix is A. If A is a fixed point free element of GLn(F), we call f .x/ an R-divisor
of xn − 1. If there is an integer m such that m < n and Am D I , then we call f .x/
an F-divisor of xn − 1.
Let fi.x/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; r , be irreducible divisors of xn − 1 over a field F and
all fi.x/ be F-divisor. If the matrix A1  A2      Ar becomes a fixed point free
element of GLn(F) of order n, then we call f1.x/; f2.x/; : : : ; fr .x/ near-unchanged
divisors of order n, where Ai .i D 1; 2; : : : ; r/ is a companion matrix of fi.x/ .i D
1; 2; : : : ; r/. Also, A1; A2; : : : ; Ar are called near-unchanged matrices of order n.
Lemma 1.1 [7,8]. Suppose that there are s > 1 positions and t > 1 letters fA1; A2;
: : : ; At g. The number N.s; t/ of combinations of selecting s letters from the t letters
with repeats permitted and putting them into the s positions is
N.s; t/ D 1CN.1; t − 1/CN.2; t − 1/C    CN.s − 1; t − 1/N.s; t − 1/:
Particularly, N.s; 1/ D 1; N.1; t/ D t .
Lemma 1.2 [3,7]. LetA 2 GLn.F / be a fixed point free element of order m. Then the
conjugacy class of A in GLn.F / splits into a set of conjugacy classes of SLn.F / that
is indexed by j F =FAj; where FA D fdetX j X 2 Cent Ag;Cent A D fX 2 GLn
.F / j XA D AXg.
2. The conjugacy classes of fixed point free element in GLn(F)
Lemma 2.1. If the cyclotomic polynomial gm.x/ (of order m) has an irreducible
divisor of degree k > 2 over a field F, then the cyclotomic polynomial gmn.x/ (of
order mn) is an irreducible polynomial orgmn.x/ has an irreducible divisor of degree
t such that kjt .
Proof. First, we will show that kj’.m/ when the cyclotomic polynomial gm.x/ (of
order m) has an irreducible divisor of degree k > 2 over a field F. Then we can
assume that ’.m/ D ks, and have
gm.x/ D
sY
iD1
fi.x/;
where degfi.x/ D k and all fi.x/ .i D 1; 2; : : : ; s/ are irreducible polynomials over
a field F.
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In fact, if 11; 12; : : : ; 1k are all distinct roots of fi.x/, then 11; 12; : : : ; 1k
are primitive mth roots of unity. By the fundamental theorem on symmetric func-
tions and by the relationship between roots and coefficients of polynomial, we can
construct a polynomial such that 11; 

12; : : : ; 

1k .0 6  2 Z/ are all distinct roots
of it. Now if we let .;m/ D 1, then it is easy to see that those 1i .i D 1; 2; : : : ; k/
are primitive mth roots of unity. Furthermore, if we assume that 11 =D 1i .i D
1; 2; : : : ; k/, then it is not difficut to show that the polynomial which we construct
above must be an irreducible divisor of gm.x/ and also it is not equal to fi.x/. Using
the same method as above, if k-’.m/, then set ’.m/ D khC r; 0 =D r < k, we have
gm.x/ D
 
hY
iD1
fi.x/
!
 r.x/;
where deg fi.x/ D k; deg r.x/ D r; fi.x/ and r.x/ are irreducible polynomials over
field F. As above, we can construct an irreducible divisor f .x/ of degree r of gm.x/.
But among those fi.x/, there is certainly an fi.x/ which has a same root with f .x/.
This leads to f .x/ j fi.x/, contradictory. Hence k j ’.m/.
Next, we can assume that the cyclotomic polynomial gmn.x/ (of order mn) has an
irreducible divisor of degree t, then we have k j t . In fact, if we let f .x/ be one of
irreducible divisors of gmn.x/ of degree t over field F and 1; 2; : : : ; t be all roots
of f .x/, then we can construct a polynomial h.x/ with n1 ; 
n
2 ; : : : ; 
n
t as its roots.
That is to say
h.x/ D .x − n1 /.x − n2 /    .x − nt /:
Now it is easy to see ni .i D 1; 2; : : : ; t/ are primitive mth roots of unity. If let .x/
be an irreducible divisor of h.x/, then by ..x/; 0.x// D 1 we know that all roots
of .x/ are simple roots and they are primitive mth roots of unity. Hence .x/ is an
irreducible divisor of cyclotomic polynomial gm.x/, so .x/ j gm.x/. Thus by the
above proof, we have deg .x/ D k. On the other hand, h.x/ is the product of some
irreducible polynomial over field F, so there is s 2 Z such t D deg h.x/ D ks, that
is kjt . 
Lemma 2.2. Let f .x/ be an irreducible divisor of xn − 1 over a field F and deg
f .x/ > 2. Then the companion matrix C.f / is a fixed point free element of order n
if and only if f .x/ is a divisor of cyclotomic polynomial of order n.
Proof. First, by f .x/ be an irreducible divisor of xn − 1 over a field F, we have that
the companion matrix A D C.f / is a fixed point free element of order n.
Next, by xn − 1 DQd=n gd.x/ and f .x/ is an irreducible divisor of xn − 1, we
easily know that f .x/ is a divisor of one of the cyclotomic polynomials of order m,
where m j n. Then all roots of f .x/ are mth primitive roots of unity. Thus there is a
field F which is an extension of F such that
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A D X
0BBB@
1
2
.
.
.
t
1CCCAX−1;
where X 2 GLt .F /; t D deg f .x/ and i .i D 1; 2; : : : ; t/ are roots of f .x/, of
course, Am D I . But for any s .s < m/, the identity As D I will not hold. If it
not true, then si D 1; i D 1; 2; : : : ; t . This leads to contradiction with i .i D 1; 2;
: : : ; t/ are mth primitive roots of unity. Thus the companion matrix A D C.f / is a
fixed point free element of order m. 
Now we have shown that the companion matrix A D C.f / is a fixed point free
element of order n which is equally to say that the polynomial f .x/ is a divisor of
cyclotomic polynomial gn.x/ of order n.
Lemma 2.3. Let f1.x/; f2.x/; : : : ; fk.x/ be the irreducible polynomial of degree
m1;m2; : : : ;mk and they are divisors of the cyclotomic polynomials of order n1; n2;
: : : ; nk; respectively, where mi > 2; i D 1; 2; : : : ; k; and A1; A2; : : : ; Ak are the
companion matrices of them. Then the matrix A1  A2      Ak is a fixed point
free element of order n if and only if Tn1; n2; : : : ; nkU D n where Tn1; n2; : : : ; nkU
denotes the least common multiple.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we prove it for k D 2. Since f1.x/ and f2.x/ are
irreducible polynomials over a field F, the matrix A1  A2 must be a fixed point
free element. Now we can only consider the problem in the case of fixed point free
element.
In fact, by Lemma 2.2 we know that the matrix A1 is a fixed point free ele-
ment of order n1, and also the matrix A2 is a fixed point free element of order
n2. Let the matrix A1  A2 be a fixed point free element of order n, that is to
say .A1  A2/n D I;An1  An2 D I . Thus An1 D I;An2 D I . So n1 j n; n2 j n, that is
Tn1; n2U j n. On the other hand, if .A1  A2/Tn1Cn2U D I D ATn1Cn2U1  ATn1Cn2U2 D I ,
then n j Tn1; n2U. Hence we have n D Tn1; n2U. Now if we assume that n D Tn1; n2U,
then .A1  A2/n D I . But if the matrix A1 A2 is a fixed point free element of
order m, then m j n and Am1 D I;Am2 D I . So n1 j m;n2jm, this leads to Tn1; n2Ujm.
Thus n D Tn1; n2U j m j n, that is to say the matrix A1  A2 is a fixed point free
element of order n. 
Corollary 2.4. Let f1.x/; f2.x/; : : : ; fk.x/ be the F-divisors of xn − 1; and also
they are irreducible divisors of the cyclotomic polynomials of order n1; n2; : : : ; nk;
respectively, where ni < n; i D 1; 2; : : : ; k. Then f1.x/; f2.x/; : : : ; fk.x/ become
near-unchanged divisors of order n if and only if Tn1; n2; : : : ; nkU D n.
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Theorem 2.5. Let the cyclotomic polynomial gd.x/ of order d .d j n/ have an irre-
ducible divisor of degree kt over a field F. Then there is a fixed point free element in
GLm.F/ of order n if and only if
m D
X
d=n
sdkd D tnkn C
X
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd;
where we let
sd D td D 0;
X
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd D min
8><>:
X
d=n
d =Dn
xdkd jxd > 0
9>=>;
and X
d=n
d =Dn
xdkd =D xkn
when kd D 1.
Otherwise, if P d=n
d =Dn
xdkd D xkn; then let m D tnkn. Moreover, the number of
conjugacy classes, when GLm.F/ acts on, is
N

tn;
’.n/
kn

 NN
0B@X
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd;
X
d=n
d =Dn
’.d/
kd
1CAC N tn − 1; ’.n/
kn

 NN
0B@kn CX
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd;
X
d=n
d =Dn
’.d/
kd
1CAC    C N 1; ’.n/
kn

 NN
0B@.tn − 1/kn CX
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd;
X
d=n
d =Dn
’.d/
kd
1CAC FN
0B@n;m;X
d=n
d =Dn
’.d/
kd
1CA ;
where
NN
0B@lkn;X
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd;
X
d=n
d =Dn
’.d/
kd
1CA
denotes the number of0B@lkn CX
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd
1CA by
0B@lkn CX
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd
1CA
matrices which are the direct sum of companion matrices of F-divisors with degree
larger than 1,
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FN
0B@n;m;X
d=n
d =Dn
’.d/
kd
1CA
denotes the number of m by m near-unchanged matrices which are the direct sum
of companion matrices of F-divisors with degree larger than 1 and they can be
computed by the following formula:
NN
0B@lkn;X
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd;
X
d=n
d =Dn
’.d/
kd
1CA D N s; ’.p/
kp

 NN
0B@lkn CX
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd − skp;
X
d=n
d =Dn;p
’.d/
kd
1CACN s − 1; ’.p/
kp

 NN
0B@lkn CX
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd − .s − 1/kp;
X
d=n
d =Dn
’.d/
kd
1CAC    CN 1; ’.p/
kp

 NN
0B@lkn CX
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd − kp;
X
d=n
d =Dn
’.d/
kd
1CAC NN
0B@lkn CX
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd;
X
d=n
d =Dn;p
’.d/
kd
1CA ;
where p j n and s satisfies
lkn C
X
d=n
d =Dn
tdkd D skp C r; 0 6 r < kp:
FN
0B@n;m;X
d=n
d =Dn
’.d/
kd
1CA D X
1n1n2nTn1;n2 UDn
264N q; ’.n1/
kn1

 FN
0B@n2; r; X
d=n
d =Dn;n1
’.d/
kd
1CA
CN

q − 1; ’.n1/
kn1

 FN
0BB@n2; r C kn1; X
d=n−
d =Dn;n1
’.d/
kd
1CCAC    CN 1; ’.n1/kn1

 FN
0B@n2; r C .q − 1/kn1; X
d=n
d =Dn;n1
’.d/
kd
1CA
375 ;
where m D qkn1 C r; 0 6 r < kn1 .
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Particularly,
NN

s;
’.d/
kd

D N

s
kd
;
’.d/
kd

;
when s=kd 2 Z. If s=kd =2 Z; then NN
(
s; ’.d/=kd
 D 0. When t=kd 2 Z and s D d;
we have
FN
(
s; t;
’.d/
kd
 D N  t
kd
;
’.d/
kd

:
But if t=kd =2 Z or s =D d; then FN
(
s; t; ’.d/=kd
 D 0; where d D px; x 2 Z;
px j n and p is a prime.
Proof. First, suppose that GLm.F/ has a fixed point free element of order n and A
is one of them. Then An D I;Qd=n gd.A/ D 0.
Since A is a fixed point free element of order n, the matrix AC aI 2 GLm.F/ for
any 0 =D a 2 F . Thus the characteristic polynomial of A certainly isY
d=n

f
sd1
d1
.x/   f sdidi .x/

;
where fdi .x/ .i D 1; 2; : : : ; t/ are all irreducible divisors of the cyclotomic poly-
nomial gd.x/ of order d. Hence m DPd=n kd..sd1 C    C sdi //. Let sd D .sd1 C   C sdi /, then m DPd=n kdsd . This leads to
m D tnkn C
X
d =Dn
d=n
tdkd :
Next, by Lemma 2.2 we know that the matrix Ad is a fixed point free element
of order d, where Ad is a companion matrix of an irreducible divisor of cyclotomic
polynomial of order d when m DPd=n kdsd . By Lemma 2.3, sd the direct sum of
companion matrices of irreducible divisor of cyclotomic polynomial of order d is a
fixed point free element of order d. Thus the followingmm matrix
M
d=n
sdz }| {
Ad      Ad
is a fixed point free element of order n.
Last, the number of conjugacy classes of fixed point free element of order n, when
GLm.F/ acts on, can be computed by Lemma 1.1, Corollary 2.4 and the definition
of NN and FN . 
Remark. Recall that we write
m D tnkn C
X
d =Dn
d=n
tdkd where
X
d =Dn
d=n
tdkd D min
8><>:
X
d =Dn
d=n
tdkd j xd > 0
9>=>;
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in Theorem 2.5 and not as the division algorithm of integer as asking forP
d =Dn; d=n tdkd < kn. In fact, we cannot get m D av C bv C cw for satisfying
bv C cw < a; even if at the condition of m D ax C by C cz in integer Z. For ex-
ample, 13 D 6C 3C 2 2; 13 D 6 2C 1; but 1 =D 3x C 2y for any integers x >
0; y > 0.
Theorem 2.6. If GLm.F/ has a fixed point free element of order n, then there is an
irreducible divisor with degree t > 2 of the cyclotomic polynomial gn.x/ of order n.
Proof. Suppose that the degree is equal to 1 for all irreducible divisors of cyclotomic
polynomial gn.x/ over a field F. By Lemma 2.1, xn − 1 can be written as the product
of irreducible divisor of degree 1. Then the matrix A for An D I has eigenvalues in
field F. 
Corollary 2.7. If char F j n; then GLm.F/ has not a fixed point free element of
order n for any integer m.
3. The fixed point free element in SLm.F/
Lemma 3.1. Let f .x/ and g.x/ both be the irreducible divisors of cyclotomic poly-
nomial gs.x/ (of order s), and A and B be the companion matrices of f .x/ and g.x/;
respectively, then FA D FB .
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 2.1, there are k; t 2 Z such that A D Bk;B D At .
Let a 2 FA, that is to say, a D detX;XA D AX. Of course, this leads to XAt D
AtX, thus a 2 FB; FA  FB . On the other hand, let b 2 FB; b D det Y; YB D BY .
Then the same as above, we have YBk D BkY; b 2 FA;FB  FA. Hence FA D
FB . 
Lemma 3.2. Let f .x/ be the irreducible divisors of cyclotomic polynomial gs.x/
(of order s), g.x/ be the irreducible divisors of cyclotomic polynomial gd.x/ (of
order d) and A and B be the companion matrices of f .x/ and g.x/; respectively,
then FA  FB .
Proof. First, we can prove that FPQ D FP FQ [7,8] for two invertible matrices
P;Q. Of course, P and Q are companion matrices of the irreducible divisors of
xn − 1.
Next, let s D dk, then by proof of Lemma 2.1, we have  2 Z such that
Ak D B1  B2      B;
where Bi .i D 1; 2; : : : ; / are the companion matrices of the irreducible divisors of
cyclotomic polynomial gd.x/. Hence by Lemma 3.1, we have FA  FAk  FB . 
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Let the cyclotomic polynomial gd.x/ of order d.d j n/ have an irreducible divisor
of degree kd > 2 and Ad be the companion matrix of the irreducible divisor. Using
d1; d2; : : : ; dt to denote the orders of those cyclotomic polynomials which have an
irreducible divisor with degree larger than 1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let the cyclotomic polynomial gd.x/ of order d.djn/ have an irre-
ducible divisor of degree kd > 2. Using d1; d2; : : : ; dt to denote the orders of those
cyclotomic polynomials which have an irreducible divisor with degree larger than
1 and Adi .i D 1; 2; : : : ; t/ to denote the companion matrices of those irreducible
divisors. Then the number of conjugacy classes of fixed point free elements of order
n in GLm.F/; when SLm.F/ acts on, is
tX
sD1
266664

F 
, Y
16j6s
di.1/di.s/
Tdi.1/;:::;di.s/U Dn
i.j/2f1;2;:::;sg
FAdi.j/

SN.m; di.1/; : : : ; di.s//
377775 ;
where SN.m; di.1/; : : : ; di.s// denotes the number of m by m matrices which are
the direct sum of companion matrices of irreducible divisors of those cyclotomic
polynomial with orders di.1/; : : : ; di.s/. We easily know that those m by m matrices
are fixed point free elements of order n by Tdi.1/; : : : ; di.s/U D n. It can be computed
by the following formula:
SN.m; di.1/; : : : ; di.s// D N
 
ri.s/;
’.di.s//
kdi.s/
!
 SN.r 0i.s/; di.1/; : : : ; di.s−1//
CN
 
ri.s/−1;
’.di.s//
kdi.s/
!
 SN.r 0i.s/ C kdi.s/ ; di.1/; : : : ; di.s−1//C   
CN
 
1;
’.di.s//
kdi.s/
!
 SN.r 0i.s/ C .ri.s/ − 1/kdi.s/ ; di.1/; : : : ; di.s−1//;
where m D ri.s/kdi.s/ C r 0i.s/; 0 6 r 0i.s/ < kdi.s/ .
Particularly, when k=kdi 2 Z; we have
SN.k; di/ D N

k
kdi
;
’.di/
kdi

:
Otherwise SN.k; di/ D 0.
Proof. Applying Lemmas 1.2, 3.1, and 3.2 and their proof, we can get the result.

Remark.
Pt
sD1 SN.m; di.1/; : : : ; di.s// is just the number of conjugacy classes of
fixed point free element of order n, when GLm.F/ acts on. Now, if let F be R the
field of real number, then we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.4. Let R be the field of real number. Then GLn.R/ has fixed point free
element of order .m > 3/ if and only if n D 2k. Moreover, SN.k/ D 2N.k/; where
SN.k/ denotes the number of conjugacy classes of fixed point free element of order
m when SLn.R/ acts on, and N.k/ denotes the number of conjugacy classes of fixed
point free element of order m when GLn.R/ acts on.
Proof. Follows by applying Theorems 2.5 and 3.3. 
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